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Abstract 

In real world problems, optimization techniques of a network flow are useful 

for solving problems like, minimum flow problems, maximum flow problems 

and assignment problems. The Minimum Flow Problem (MFP) is one of the 

classic combinatorial optimization and an NP-hard problem with many 

applications in computer networks and logistic networks. The Fuzzy Minimum 

Cost Flow Problem with Fuzzy Time Windows (FMCFPFTW) is an extension 

of the MFP, also we consider a generalized fuzzy version of the MFP. Finally, 

we presents a new algorithm of the FMCFPFTW with the efficient polynomial 

time algorithm for solving the FMCFPFTW. Our algorithm is basically based 

on Dijkstra's algorithm of successive divisions the capacities by multiples of 

two, it solves the FMCFPFTW as a sequence of )( 2nO  shortest path problems 

on the residual networks with runs in )( 2 mnO  time. 

Key words: Combinatorial optimization, Network flow, Minimum flow 

problem, Fuzzy time-windows.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Network flow are of fundamental importance in computer science, communication 

networks, industrial engineering and many other areas. The minimum flow problem is 

one of the classic problems of network optimization and an NP-hard problem. The 

textbook [1] is an exhaustive reference on the subject, like shortest path problem and 

maximum flow problem see, [9, 10, 11] minimum cost flow problem is a central 

problem in network flow. Consequently, the minimum cost flow problem has been 

studied extensively in the literature see, [3, 14, 15].  
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Different approaches have been proposed to solve the minimum cost flow problem.  

The classical algorithm for solving the minimum cost flow problem see, [10] which is 

essentially a primal method and runs in exponential time in the worst case. There are 

numbers of different polynomial time algorithms for solving the minimum cost flow 

problem such as; the capacity-scaling approach of [4] with running time 

))log)(log(( nnmmO   on networks with n  vertices, m  arcs and the maximum arc 

capacity .  The cost-scaling approach of [12] which runs in )log/log( 2 nCmnnmO  

time in networks with maximum arc cost magnitude ,C  the double scaling of both 

costs and capacities of [2] which solves the problem in  )logloglog( nCnmO   time 

in the worst case. The strongly polynomial time of [17] with running time bounded by 

))log)(log(( nnmnmO   and the primal network simplex polynomial time of [16] 

which runs in ))log,log(min( 222 nmnnCmnO  time at most. The first four of these 

algorithms have idea is common, that is scaling or successive approximation. Scaling 

algorithms work by solving a sequence of a sub-problems which numeric parameters 

are more and more closely approximate those of the original problem. A solution for 

one sub-problem helps to solve the next sub-problem in the sequence.    

We consider ),,,( sEVG   be a directed graph on ,V  where V  is a limited set of 

vertices, E  is the set of arcs which is a family of subset of V , s  is the source vertex 

and   is the sink vertex. Each arc has a nonnegative transit time ,, ji vvt ;ji    

.,...,2,1, nji    For each vertex ,Vvi   has a time-windows ],[
ii vv ba  within which the 

vertex may be served and ],,[
iii vvv bat  

ivt  is a nonnegative service and leaving 

time of the vertex .iv   A source vertex ,s  with time-windows ],[ ss ba , a sink vertex   

with time-windows ],[  ba  and st  is a departure time of the source vertex see, ([5], 

[6], [7], [8], [19]). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the problem 

formulation with basic concepts and some definitions. In Section 3, we presents a 

time-windows and a fuzzy time-windows. In Section 4, we will present a new version 

of the Minimum Flow Problem (MFP), a new version is a Fuzzy Minimum Cost Flow 

Problem with Fuzzy Time-Windows (FMCFPFTW), and we proposed the 

mathematical formulation model of the FMCFPFTW. In Section 5, we will present a 

new algorithm of the FMCFPFTW based on Dijkstra's algorithm with the successive 

divisions of capacities by multiples of two, it solves the FMCFPFTW as a sequence of 

)( 2nO  shortest path problems on the residual networks with n  vertices, m  arcs and 

runs in )( 2 mnO  time, where   is the smallest integer greater than or equal to ,log  

  is the largest arc capacity of the network. Finally, the conclusion is given in 

Section 6.   
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2. BASIC CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS 

We consider ),,,( sEVG   be a directed graph on ,, nVV   where V  is a limited 

set of vertices .,...,2,1, nivi   E  is the set of arcs, ,mE   which is a family of subset 

of ,V  s  is the source vertex and   is the sink vertex. Each arc has a nonnegative 

integral  capacity 
ji vvb ,  and a nonnegative  transit time ,, ji vvt  ;ji  .,...,2,1, nji   For 

each vertex ,Vvi   has a time-windows ],[
ii vv ba  within which the vertex may be 

served and ],,[
iii vvv bat  Tt

iv  is a nonnegative service and leaving time of the 

vertex .iv   A source vertex ,s  with time-windows ],[ ss ba , a sink vertex   with time-

windows ],[  ba  and st  is a departure time of the source vertex. Each arc 

Evve jivv ji
 ),(,  has a nonnegative integral unit cost ., ji vvc  The arc Ee

ji vv ,  is said 

to emanate from vertex ,iv  if the arc 
ji vve ,  is an outgoing arc of vertex iv  and 

incoming arc of vertex .jv  The degree of a vertex is the number of incoming and 

outgoing arcs of the vertex.  

 

Definition 2.1 A labeling function   is defined as a function from a set of  vertices 

V  to a set real numbers  , i.e., .: V  A flow f  and a labeling function   are 

called compatible if the flow f  and labeling function   together satisfy the 

following conditions: 

 If ,0)(,, 
ijjiji vvvvvv cc    then ,),(,0, Evvf jivv ji

                          (1) 

 If ,0)(,, 
ijjiji vvvvvv cc    then ,),(,,, Evvbf jivvvv jiji

                    (2) 

 If ,0)(,, 
ijjiji vvvvvv cc   then ,),(],,0[ ,, Evvbf jivvvv jiji

               (3) 

)(,, ijjiji vvvvvv cc    is called the reduced cost of the arc .),( Evv ji   

 

Definition 2.2 A residual network )( fG  corresponding to a feasible flow f  is 

defined as follows; for the arc Evv ji ),( : 

 If ,,, jiji vvvv bf   then the directed arc Evv ji ),(  has a flow 0, 
ji vvf  and a 

reduced cost ,0)(,, 
ijjiji vvvvvv cc                                                       (4) 

 If ,,, jiji vvvv bf   then the arc Evv ji ),(  is ignored,                                        (5) 

 If ,0, 
ji vvf  then the reverse arc Evv ij ),(  has a flow 

0,,, 
jijiij vvvvvv fbf  and a reduced cost ,0)(,, 

ijjiij vvvvvv cc     (6)                                                          
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 If ,0, 
ji vvf  then the arc Evv ij ),(  is ignored.                                             (7) 

 In a network flow, we introduce an additional arc ),( s  which has cost 0, sc  and 

the capacity ., sb  

3. TIME-WINDOWS AND FUZZY TIME-WINDOWS 

 Time-windows 

Definition 3.1 Let ),,,( sEVG   be a directed graph on ,V  where V  is a limited set 

of vertices ,,...,2,1, nivi   E  is the set of arcs, s  is the source vertex and   is the sink 

vertex. A time-windows is defined by, for each vertex Vvv ji ,  has a time windows 

],[
ii vv ba  and ],[

jj vv ba  respectively. Each arc Evve jivv ji
 ),(,  has a nonnegative 

integral largest capacity ,, ji vv  a non-negative integral unit fuzzy cost 
ji vvc ,
 and a 

non-negative transit time ,, ji vvt  ;ji   nji ,...,2,1,   see, Figure 1. 

 

    iv                        
jiji vvvvt ,, ,
                      jv  

     ],[ ii ba    
                        ji vvc ,                        

],[ jj ba  

 

Figure 1: A representation time-windows of a nonnegative integer  

largest capacity arc. 

 

 Fuzzy Time-Windows 

Let nX   be a non-empty set, XA
~

. The fuzzy set }:))(,{(
~

~ XxxxA A    is the 

set of ordered pairs where ]1,0[:~ XA  is the membership function of the fuzzy set 

.
~A  The fuzzy constraint is a fuzzy set ),,,(

~
4321 ttttA   with flexible time-windows 

where ),( 41 tt  is the interval of non-zero satisfaction level and ),( 32 tt  is the interval of 

satisfaction level equal to 1 see, Figure 2. 

The first step is to ask the expert to give a range for travel time between two places 

along with the most likely time; For example, the time T~  to travel from point A  to 

point B  is between 1t  and ,3t  but must possibly it is .2t  This sort of knowledge lets us 

construct 3-point fuzzy travel times see, Figure 3. 
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Figure 2: 4-Points representation of fuzzy interval            Figure 3: Fuzzy travel time 

 

Similarly obtain fuzzy time-windows. Every vertex niVvi ,...,2,1,   is assigned by 

the expert to one of two predetermined groups; a classical fuzzy time-windows and 

fuzzy time-windows of a normal vertex. In an extreme case, fuzzy time-windows are 

tighter than the classical counterpart see, Figure 4 and 5. The shown characteristics of 

fuzzy time-windows are suggested to the shipper who is allowed to modify them see, 

[9]. 

 

Figure 4: Classical fuzzy time-windows               Figure 5: Fuzzy time-windows of a 

                                                                                                 normal vertex 

In many networks applications, there are exist the uncertain factors which can't 

expressed by fixed functions or parameters. Hence, the fuzzy theory is widely applied 

in networks see, ([13], [18], [20]). In this work, we consider the FMCFPFTW, the 

new optimization model is presented by virtue of fuzzy capacities calculating and 

crisp equivalents of fuzzy chance constraints.  

 

4. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE FMCFPFTW 

Let ),,,( sEVG   be a directed graph on ,V  where V  is a limited set of vertices 

,,...,2,1, nivi   E  is the set of arcs, which is a family of subset of ,V  s  is the source 

vertex and   is the sink vertex. A source vertex ,s  a sink vertex   with fuzzy time-

windows ],[],,[  baba ss  respectively. Each arc has a nonnegative fuzzy capacity 

ji vvb ,  and a travel fuzzy time .,...,2,1,;, njit
ji vv   For each vertex ,Vvi   a fuzzy time-

windows ],[
ii vv ba  within which the vertex may be served and ],,[

iii vvv bat  
ivt  is 
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a nonnegative service and leaving time of the vertex.  

Let f  be a given feasible flow defined by a function Sf :  in a directed 

network G , a feasible flow has to satisfy the fuzzy capacity constraint, the fuzzy flow 

anti-symmetric constraint, the fuzzy flow conservation constraint and the fuzzy time-

windows constraint of a directed network G . 

The total fuzzy cost of a flow 
ji vvf ,

~
 from the source vertex s  to the sink vertex   with 

value z~  is: 


Evv

vvvv
ji

jiji
fc

),(

,,

~~                                                                                                   (8)                                                                                                                                                          

The problem is to find a fuzzy maximum flow of a minimum fuzzy cost among the 

source vertex s  to the sink vertex   which satisfy a fuzzy time windows constraint 

with value .~z  For each pair of vertices Evv ji ),(  with a fuzzy time-windows 

],[
ii vv ba , ],[

jj vv ba  respectively, a fuzzy flow on arcs ,),(,
~

, Evvf jivv ji
  ;ji   

nji ,...,2,1,   is satisfying the following conditions: 

 The fuzzy capacity constraint, 

,),(,
~~

,, Evvbf jivvvv jiji
 ;ji  nji ,...,2,1,                                                  (9)                                                                      

 The fuzzy flow anti-symmetric constraint, 

,),(,
~~

,, Evvff jivvvv ijji
 ;ji   nji ,...,2,1,                                             (10)  

 The fuzzy flow conservation constraint, 

nisVvf i
Vv

vv
j

ji
,...,2,1},,{\,0

~
, 



                                                         (11)                                                      

 The fuzzy time-windows constraint, for each vertex Vvv ji ,  has a fuzzy time 

windows ],[
ii vv ba , ],[

jj vv ba  respectively such that, 

,
iii vvv bta  ,

jjj vvv bta  ;, jjii vvvv ttt  ,,,, , jittt
jiji vvvv  

;, Vvv ji 

nji ,...,2,1,                                                                                                             

(12)                                                         

We call a fuzzy flow 
ji vvf ,

~
 extreme if it is a fuzzy minimum cost among flows with 

value .
~

,sf  
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5. THE ALGORITHM FOR THE FUZZY MINIMUM COST FLOW 

PROBLEM WITH FUZZY TIME-WINDOWS 

In this section, we presents a new algorithm of the FMCFPFTW. The FMCFPFTW 

can be find to a fuzzy minimum cost feasible flow with fuzzy time windows satisfies 

all the constraints in the networks with a polynomial time zero lower bound and 
ji vvb ,  

upper bound on the fuzzy flow vector 
ji vvf ,  i.e. ;,),(,0 ,, jiEvvbf jivvvv jiji

  

nji ,...,2,1,   on the network ).,,,( sEVG   Each vertex ,, Vvv ji   has a fuzzy 

time-windows ],,[
ii vv ba  ],[

jj vv ba  respectively, within which the vertex may be served 

and ][],,[ , jjjiii vvvvvv batbat   is a nonnegative service and leaving time of the vertex 

with 
jjii vvvv ttt  , , ,,, ,


jiji vvvv ttt  njiVvv ji ,...,2,1,;,   also, it is considered 

that ., 
ji vvb  

 

 Initialization: 

Set }},...,2,1,;,,,max{2:min{ , njijiVvvbZq jivv
q

ji
    

Set 0
iv  for all vertices niVvi ,...,2,1,   

Set 0, 
ji vvf  and 

jiji vvvv b ,,   for all arcs njijivv ji ,...,2,1,;),,(   

Set 0, sf  and 0z  

 

 Iteration: 

While ,1  then do 

Set 1,1  ji  and zz 2  

            Set 
jiji vvvv ff ,, 2  for all arcs 

iii vvvji btaEvv  ,),(  
jjj vvv bta ,  and 


jijijjii vvvvvvvv tttttt ,, ,,, , njiji ,...,2,1,;   

 Set ss ff ,, 2    

 Set 













2

,

,

ji

ji

vv
vvb  for all arcs ,,,),( VvvEvv jiji   njiji ,...,2,1,;   

    While ,,;, njiVvv ji   then do 

        If ,,, jiji vvvv bf   then do 

          If ,0)(,, 
ijjiji vvvvvv cc    then do 
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             Do procedure 
ij vv ,  from jv  to iv  on the residual network )( , ji vvfG  

            If ,pvi   then do  

               Set 1,, 
jiji vvvv ff  

              Set 1
11 ,, 
 llll vvvv ff  for all lv  on the shortest path   of reduced costs from 

jv  to iv  in the network )( , ji vvfG  

              Set 1,, 
yxyx vvvv ff  for all backward arcs ),( yx vv  on the shortest path   

              Set 
ji vvczz ,  

           End If  

           If 0)(,, 
ijjiji vvvvvv cc                 

             Set 
ji vvvv c ,


  for all vertices ;,...,2,1, nVv   ivv 


  

         End If   

      End If   

      Do procedure ),( sD  from s  to   with a fuzzy time-windows ],,[ ss ba  ],[  ba  

respectively on the new residual network )( fG  

      If ,p  then do  

                Set 1,,  ss ff   

                Set 1,, 
yxyx vvvv ff  for all forward arcs ),( yx vv  on the shortest path   of 

reduced costs from s  to   in the network )( fG   

                Set 1,, 
yxyx vvvv ff  for all backward arcs ),( yx vv  on the shortest path   

                Set szz    

     End If 

        End If 

   Set 1),(),(  jiji vvvv  

  End While 

End While 

Set nisvv ii
,...,2,1,    

End the algorithm 
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 Procedure: ),( **

ij vv  

The procedure gives the shortest path of reduced Fuzzy cost between ,*

iv Vv j 
*  

where ],,[ **
ii vv ba  ],[ **

jj vv ba  has a fuzzy time-windows of two vertices respectively, with

],[],,[ ******
jjjiii vvvvvv batbat  , ,**** , jjii vvvv ttt   **** ,

,,
jiji vvvv ttt ; njiji ,...,2,1,;   on 

the defined residual network )( fG  based on Dijkstra's algorithm. 

 

 Initialization: 

Set ,p  

Set },,...,2,1{ nI   

Set ,0jv  

Set 











*

*

,

,0

jj

jj
v vv

vv
d

j
 for all    njVv j ,...,2,1,   

 

 Iteration: 

While I  do 

Let }:inf{ Ivdh ivi
   

If  h  do 

     Set Ivvd iyvi
 ,  

      Set I  

 Else do 

      Set xy vv   

      Find Ivi   such that yv vd
i
   

    Set }{ ivII   and }{ ivpp   

     For all Iv j   such that Evv ji ),(  is an arc in the residual network, do 

  If 
jij vvyv cvd ,  

Set pred ij vv   

          End If 
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                End For all 

 End If 

End While 

Set niVvd ivvv iii
,...,2,1,,   

End the procedure              

 After the application of procedure ),( **

ij vv  on the defined residual network:  

- the new potential  function 
iv  will be determined. 

- we found the set p  because pv j 
*  at least. 

- if ,* pvi   then there is a path between ,*

jv *

iv  on the defined residual network  

The following procedure determines the shortest path of the reduced fuzzy costs   

defined by the vertices on the residual network from *

jv  to *

iv  in the case when there 

is a path between them. 

 

Identification of the shortest path from *

jv to *

iv  on the defined residual network: 

 Initialization: 

While  *

ji vv   do 

  Set jv  pred iv  

Set ji vv    

Set   iv   

 End While 

 

 Remarks: 

1) When the algorithm is executed, the compatibility conditions between the 

current fuzzy flow 
ji vvf ,  and the current potential function 

ji vv ,  must be 

satisfied. In the contrary case, it is necessarily to change the current potential 

function by: 

For all arcs 
iii vvvji btaEvv  ,),(  ,,

jjj vvv bta   
jjii vvvv ttt  , ;


jjii vvvv ttt ,, , , njiji ,...,2,1,;   with satisfies a fuzzy time windows, if  

,0, 
ji vvc  then we will change the vertex potentials to be:  
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jjivvvv vvnVvvvc
ji

  


;,...,2,1,,,,,                                        (13)  

2) The procedure ),( ij vv  is applied when  ,0, 
ji vvc  in this case, there are two 

possibilities:  

- The first one, is  ,pvi   i.e. there is a path   from jv  to iv . In this case, it is 

found that ,*** zz   where  ***, zz  is the old value and new value respectively, 

of the total fuzzy cost flow from a source vertex s  to a sink vertex ,  when 

the arc .),(  s   

- The second one, is pvi   and in this case, z  does not change but the vertex 

potentials will be changed. 

      3)  At the procedure ),( s  is applied, there are two cases also possible: 

- The first one is  ,p  i.e. there is a path from a source s  to a sink ,  and it 

is found that ,*** zz   in this case.  

- The second one is ,p  and it is found that, z  does not change in this case 

but the potentials will be changed. 

       4)  The new reduced  fuzzy cost **

, ji vvc  is equal to the old reduced cost *

, ji vvc  minus 

the deference between 
jvd  and 

ivd  because, for all arcs 

iii vvvji btaEvv  ,),( ,,
jjj vvv bta  ;,,,; ,, jitttttt

jijijjii vvvvvvvv    

nji ,...,2,1,   with *  is old potential function then: 

 )(,

**

, ijjiji vvvvvv cc   )( **

, iijjji vvvvvv ddc 

 )()( **

, ijijji vvvvvv ddc   )(*

, ijji vvvv ddc                                      (14) 

      5) The reduced fuzzy cost 
ij vvc ,  of the arc Evv ij ),(  is equal to the inverse 

reduced fuzzy cost 
ji vvc ,  of the arc Evv ji ),(  because:  

 )(,, jiijij vvvvvv cc   )(, jiji vvvvc   ))(( , jiji vvvvc 

 
jiijji vvvvvv cc ,, ))((                                                                      (15) 

The complexity of the algorithm time taken by the procedure ),( **

ij vv  which is based 

on Dijkstra's algorithm of )( 2nO  arithmetic operations with n  is the number of 

vertices in the network. The maximum number of iterations of the algorithm is ,m  

where m  the number of arcs and   is the smallest integer greater than or equal to 

,log     is the largest arc capacity of the network. The procedure ),( **

ij vv  is 

applied two times in each iteration, then the time taken by the algorithm at most 

)( 2 mnO  arithmetic operations. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a new version of the Minimum Flow Problem (MFP), a new 

version is the Fuzzy Minimum Cost Flow Problem with Fuzzy Time-Windows  

(FMCFPFTW) and a mathematical model is presented. We consider a generalized 

fuzzy version of the minimum flow problem. Also, we propose a new algorithm of the 

FMCFPFTW with the efficient polynomial time algorithm for solving the 

FMCFPFTW. Our algorithm is basically based on Dijkstra's algorithm of successive 

divisions the capacities by multiples of two. The result achieved in this work to 

illustrates the promising application prospects for algorithms. 
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